
Nice article 25.11.2022 to announce my first concert in Bulgaria. 

Many thanks to BULGARIAN TELEGRAPH AGENCY


https://www.bta.bg/bg/news/lik/366483-multiinstrumentalistat-aleksandar-selie-sin-na-marsel-
selie-shte-ima-kontsert-?


English translation by DeepL:


The multi-instrumentalist Alexandre Cellier will 
have his first concert in Sofia on December 1.


The son of the founder of the "Mystery of The Bulgarian Voices" Marcel 
Cellier will perform with two Bulgarian musicians, the organizers say.


The musician, composer and performer will perform in the completely 
renovated BIAD Chamber Hall. Cellier Jr. will demonstrate his skills on 
various instruments such as piano, Celtic flutes, fujara, pan flute, 
kalimba, harmonica, duduk, ukulele, jaw harp, clarinet, as well as on 



rose leaf, and water tuba. Special participants in the event are Bulgarian 
musicians Hristina Beleva (Gadulka) and Kostadin Genchev (kaval). 


Alexandre Cellier was born in Lausanne, in the family of the famous 
Swiss Marcel Cellier, discoverer of the magic of our folklore and author 
of a series of radio broadcasts that gave the choir its name "The 
Mystery of The Bulgarian Voices". Alexander grew up in an environment 
colored by the traditional and gypsy music his parents discovered in 
Eastern Europe. He was fourteen when he fell in love with jazz piano 
and improvisation thanks to François Lindemann and continued his 
studies at the Lausanne Conservatory with Christian Favre. Since 1982 
he has played in various formations and composed for dance, theatre, 
narrative and cinema. 

He undertook several trips to Africa, Brazil, the Caribbean, Louisiana 
and Eastern Europe. Out of this passion of his was born a book-CD 
about percussion and the musical life of Burkina Faso. From Trinidad he 
brought back a steel pan, which he integrates into his compositions 
and improvisations. 


Alexandre Cellier often performs with Jean Duperrex, a multi-
instrumentalist. Their collaboration is captured on two of the 17 CDs of 
original recordings that A. Cellier has released, Voyage au bout des 
notes and Opus 2004, a live recording at L'Esprit Frappeur. 


Cellier, Jr. has developed various projects with musicians such as Ion 
Miu, Gàbor Barta, Maria de la Paz, William Fierro, Aurélie Tropez, Evan 
Christopher, Jeanne, Gollut, Antoine Auberson, Ulrich Herkenhoff, 
André-Daniel Meylan, Yillian Canizares et Cyril Regamey...  / DD 


More infos on www.alexcellier.com


#Alexandre Cellier #Marcel Cellier #Mystère des voix bulgares #multi-
instrumentiste #improvisation #jazz #Hristina Beleva #Kostadin Genchev #concert 
#BIAD

http://www.alexcellier.com

